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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS
1_e_ric English
\
Symbol,
Unit &bbrcvia- Abbrevia-tion Uni_ don
Length______ l Ine_er__.: .............. in foo_ (or mile) .......... f_ (or Ini)
Time ........ l second ....... : ......... s sebond (or hour) ....... see (or hr)
Force ........ F weigh_; of 1 kilogram ..... kg weight-of 1 pound ..... lb
Power_____-__ P horsepower (inetric) ...... horsepower ........... hp
Speed ....... 17 _ktloin_ers per hour ....... ---i_-p-h-- miles per hour ........ Inph
lmefiers per second ....... Inps feet, per second ........ fps
" I
2. GENERAL S_fM.BOLS
_I7 Weight--rag i" v Y(inemati_c viscosity
g Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m]@ e Density (mass per unit volume)
or 32.1740 it]see _ _tandard density Of dry air, 0:12497 kg-m-4-s _ at 15° C
m Mass -=W- and 760 ram; orO.002378 lb-_ -_ se@
g Specific weight of "stand_r__" ah'? 1.2255 kg/m s or
I )_¢[oment of iner_ia=mlc _. (Indicat, o axis of 0.O7651.Ib/cuf_
radius of g:yrat_on k by proper subscript.)
, " .C " / * .Coefficient ox wscos_ty
$, AERODYNAI_¢_IC S_lY_BOLS
S Area i_ Angle of set_g Of _S_ (r_ld_ive to t_CUs_ llne)
S_ Area of wing i_ Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to:thrus_
Q Gap line)
b Span Q Resultan_ moment,
e Chord f_ Resultant angular velocity
b_ V1
A Aspect ratio, _ R Reynolds number, p_-- where/is aEmeardimen-
V True air speed slon (e.g, for anai_oil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph,
1 standard pressdre at 15° C, the corresponding
Dynamic pressure; _pV _ Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil
L
5 Lift, absolute coefficien_ _--_ of 1.0 m chord, 100 raps, the correspondingReynolds number is 6,865,000)
D Drag, absolute coefficient Co---_D a Angle of attack
Angle of downwash
Do Profile drag, absolute coefficien_ C_o_D_ ao Angle of attack, infinite aspect ra_ioqo
_ Angle of attack, induced
D_ Induced drag, absolute coefficien_ C_=2_ a_ Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zea_liffl position)
D_ Parasite drag, absolute coefficien_ O._=_ 7 Flight-path angle
Cross-wind force, absolute eoeff_en_ Ce=-_ -
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SUMMARY Flaps and other high-lift devices were first put into use for
A summary has been made of available data on the charac- landing airplanes in small airfields with nearby obstructions
teristics of airfoil sections with trailing-edge high-lift devices, without penalizing high-speed performance. The recent use
Data for plain, split, and slotted flaps are collected and analyzed, of higher and higher wing loadings has made the need for
The effects of each of the variables involved in the design of the these devices even more acute and has presented the necessity
various types of flap are examined and, in cases where sufficient for using high-lift devices during take-off as well as landing.
data are given, optimvm configurations are deduced. Wherever For take-off, a high maximmn lift is desirable but must be
possible, the effects of airfoil section, Reynolds number, and accompanied by low drags. For landing, the highest maxi-
leading-edge roughness are shown. For single and double mum lift possible is desirable for decreasing tile landing speed,
and some additional drag is useful for steepening the glideslotted flaps, where a large amount of unrelated data are avail-
path for landings over high obstructions. Recent flight tests
able, maximum lift coefficients of many configurations are (reference 1), however, have shown that the pilot's judgment
•presented in tables, is seriously impaired if the rate of descent during landing is
INTRODUCTION greater than about 25 feet per second. Too high a drag
coefficient therefore cannot be tolerated.
A rather large amount of data on the section aerodynamic In addition to these fundamental requirements, the flap
characteristics of trailing-edge flaps has been obtained during should be such that in its r6tractcd position it adds as little
the course of the last several years. Some of the data has as possible to the drag of the wing. High pitching-moment
been obtained as a part of a general program on the investiga- coefficients are undesirable both because of the structural re-
tion of these characteristics; but a large amount, particularly quirements of the wing and because of the fact that the down •
that obtained during the war, has of necessity been directed load on the tail required to trim out the pitching moment
toward the development of high-liR devices for specific air- detracts from the lift of the wing. Low aerodynamic loads
planes and, as a result, is generally unrelated to the over-all on the flaps are desirable both from strength considerations
program. This report is prepared with a view of collecting and operating requirements. Both the pitching moments
and correlating, insofar as possible, the data that are avail- and the flap loads are a direct result, however, of the same
able for the purpo_se of providing a guide for the selection phenomena that produce the lift, and very little can be done
of the type or size of high-lift device for specific applications to reduce either of these for a given type of flap.
and for showing, if possible, means for predicting the char-
acteristics of configurations which have not been specifically SYMBOLS
tested, c airfoil chord
In some few cases, the only data available to show the x distance along airfoil chord
effects of fundamental flap design parameters were obtained c, slot-lip extension, distance along chord line
on rectangular wings of constant section and of aspect ratio 6. from leading edge to end of slot lip, fraction
In all other cases, only section data have been included of airfoil chord
in this report, both in an attempt to keep the size of the c/c flap-chord ratio
report below a reasonable limit and because of the fact that cdc vane-chord ratio
the application of the section data to finite span wings can tic airfoil thickness ratio
be considered a separate problem. For this reason, no data Cr lift coefficient
are shown on the effects of flap tips, on cut-outs, on fuselage
interference, or on slipstream effects. No detailed analyses CL_,_ maximum lift coefficient
have been made on the effects of the flap characteristics cz section lift coefficient
on the performance of airplanes, c _ design section lift coefficient
Although the requirements of good high-lift devices are c%,_ maximum section lift coefficient
fairly well known, a short summary of the more important Ac_m,z increment of maximum section lift coefficient
characteristics is presented herein. The increase in maximmn Ac_m_o_t optimum increment of maximum section lift
lift coefficient is the primary function of flaps; and, generally, coefficient, highest maximum lift coefficient
the effects of flaps on other characteristics must be considered measured for agiven airfoil-flap combination
as secondary results of this increase in maximum lift. q stream dynamic pressure
1
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P coefficient of pressure difference across airfoil The incremental load distribution caused by flap deflection
(Sv--SL, where Su and S_ are surface pres- is then
sure coefficients on the upper and lower o__[-4(l_-cos0)(Tr 00) _._-_SsinnOosinnO-]8
surfaces of the airfoil at a given point along _*--[_ _ sin 0 n=i nTi- J
the chord) where
b variation of hinge-moment coefficient with(ldch_ 0=cos -I ( 1-- _)
flap deflection \2 d8 / a angle of attack measured to undeflected part of chord line
bi/al variation of hinge-moment coefficient with lift x distance along chord from leading edge
coefficient (dc_,/dcz) 00 value of 0 at flap hinge
variation of flap normal-force coefficient with cos 00=--(1--2E)
flap deflection (dc,,/dS) sin 00----2 _/E-(1 --E)
70 variation of flap normal-force coefficient with E ratio of flap chord to total airfoil chord (ca/c)
lift coefficient (dcn/dc_) 8 flap deflection
Ca .:, drag coefficient
c_ section drag coefficient Definitions of the parameters a, 8, and E are shown in figure 1,
c,_ section pitching-moment coefficient This incremental load distribution may now be considered
cmI flap section moment coefficient as the sum of two components, an incremental additional
ch_ flap section hinge-moment coefficient distribution and an incremental basic distribution; thus,
c_y flap section chord-force coefficient
c, I flap section normal-force coefficient p_s = 4 (v-- 0o)(1 d- cos 0) 8
Acnr increment of flap section normal-force v sin 0
coefficient and
8, flap deflection p_ =(____ 8 sin nOosin n0) 88_ vane deflection n_r
c,,_ vane section moment coefficient The load distribution P_ may be seen to be identical with the
c% vane section chord-force coefficient load distribution caused by changes in the angle of attac_
c_, vane section normal-force coefficient of the plain airfoil and indicates a change in ideal angle o!
xl, Yl horizontal and vertical positions of flap leading 1
edge (figs. 24 and 40) attack equal to -Tr(7r--00)8 caused by the flap deflection 8
x_, y, horizontal and vertical positions of vane lead- Glauert's expression for the lift increment (at constant angle
ing edge (fig. 40) of attack) caused by deflection of a flap is
n_,_ ratio of incremental pitching-moment coef-
A_ ficient to incremental section lift coefficient cz_=2[ (_r-- 00)4-.sin 00]8
caused by flap deflection
R , Reynolds number which may also be broken up into the components
A aspect ratio
a0 section angle of attack c% = 2 (Tr-- 00)8
and
FLAP THEORY c%=2 sin 008
The basic theoretical treatment of the effects of flaps on
the characteristics of airfoils was made by Glauert (references 2 The values of the pressure-difference coefficients for uni
and 3) by an extension of the thin-airfoil theory. This
analysis led to expressions by which the lift, pitching mo-
ment, and flap hinge moments can be calculated. This /l e t--'
thin-airfoil theory gives the value of the pressure difference
at any point x along the chord for the airfoil with flap
deflected in terms of the stream dynamic pressure q as: Ec
I Mean//'Re .......
= sin 0 \ _r / ,=1 n_r -
and for the flap neutral case: 1-/fSres__o
p_ 4(1-J-cos O)a Vdir e_
sin 0 J0"IGUaE1.--Definition of parameters used in flap theory.
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incremental lift coefficient may then be expressed as the flap normal force similar to Glauert's equation for the
flap hinge moment:
Pa_j= 2 (1 -}-cos O) c,,i= _oC_--*/_
cza_ _r sin 0 where
and 2
v°=Tr(l+cos 00)-(Tr-- 00-- sin 00)Pb_ 4 _ sin nOo sin nO
c% _rsin00_ n
_=_r(l+eos 00) sin200(14,-cos 00)+
which may be reduced to
1 2 _=2 [sin 00sin nOo cos nOo cos00 sin2n0ql [Pb_ 2 sin_ (00+0) n2--1 n(n2--1) _]_
c_--_=_-si--n 00loge 1
sin_ (00--0) A general summation of the series term in tile expression for
V has not been found so that approximate methods of c_l-
culation have been used to calculate these values. Values
The thin-airfoil theory indicates that these increments in of v and 70 are shown plotted against E in figure 3.
load distribution will be the same regardless of the original An examination of Glauert's equations for the load dis-
shape of the mean line. From these equations, therefore, tributions caused by deflection of a plain flap indicates that
the theoretical incremental load distribution may be cal- infinite pressures are encountered both at the leading edge
eulated for any airfoil section equipped with a plain flap. and at the flap hinge. A better indication of the actual fl0w
The pitching-moment increment has been derived by conditions could be obtained if the pressure distributions
Glauert as were caculated by the thick-airfoil theory of Theodorsen.
1 ( 1 "_ (reference 5). This process, however, is extremely laborious
Acre---_ \sin 00-_ sin 200/ and breaks down just as the thin-airfoil theory does when
the flow separates from the airfoil. In reference 6, a method
For convenience in analysis, the pitching-moment increment has been derived by Allen for rapidly computing the load
caused by flap deflection is frequently expressed as a func- distribution over airfoils with flaps. This method is based
tion of the lift increment caused by flap deflection. The on an empirical relation between the theoretical load distri-
ratio of pitching-moment increment to lift-coefficient inere- bution and experimentMly determined values. For all flap
ment provides the relation _ deflections at which the flap is unstalled, a single relation was
found to apply; but at higher deflections, a different relation
1 "_ must be used for each fl_p angle. In the application of this1 sin 00--_ sin 200Acre= 4 / method, the load distribution is related directly to the lift-
Acz (_r--00)q- sin 00 coefficient increment rather than the flap deflection which
was used in Glauert's theoretical treatment. The flap deflec-
This equation shows that the ratio of pitching-moment- tion is important only at high deflections where it deternfines
coefficient increment caused by flap deflection to lift-coefficient the shape of the empirical relation between the theoretical
increment caused by flap deflection is a constant for any and experimental results. The lift-coefficient increment
given flap and is a function only of the flap-chord ratio, must be determined from force tests, and the division of the
The hinge moment of the flap was determined by con- lift increment between incremental additional and incremen-
sidering only that part of the load over the flap itself and tal basic components is accomplished by the use of the
results in the equation experimental pitching-moment increment and empirically
b_c_--268 determined locations for the centroid of the incremental basicCh=a-1 load.
where
.5
1 [(3 E) (3)(2 _/E) Ibl--(E 2 _-- _/E (l--E) -- --2E --cos ±_
al '4 _" _.
[ ] -.b 2(1--E) VE(1--E) 7r _ __rE2 -_--cos- _//_ _/E(1--E) -. f
Values of bl/a_ and b are shown plotted against flap-chord ./ .__._-_.----_ "'--._,
ratio E in figure 2. _t L b_ _ "_
In reference 4, Pinkerton developed equations for the /_ J "-_----_
normal-force coefficient on a deflected flap on the basis of 0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 za
the thin-airfoil theory by integrating the load distribution F/ap-c/_ord,_ot/o, e
over the flap. This integration results in an equation for F,_,_ 2.--Valuesoffactorsband --bdal in equation for hinge-moment coefficients.Refere c 3.
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2.2 \ These incremental coefficients are then converted to coeffi
\ cients corresponding to the distribution shown in figure 4 (elby means of the following equations:
\
/_(_m t : TmAC m
/.8 AVn t = ACn'd- 7nAcre
The factors r,, and r,, are given in tables V _nd VI of ref
erence 6. The incremental basic normal-force distribution i_
/.6 responsible for tlle entire incremental pitehing-momen_
coefficient Acre' and the magnitude of the incremental bast(
normal-force coefficient is therefore determined from the
/.4 equation
ACr_t
" Cribs= G
_/'_ _ where G is equal to the distance of the centroid of the
incremental basic normal-force distribution from the quarter
_" -_ chord axis and is given for various flap-chord ratios and flat' 1.0
deflections in table IV of reference 6. Ttie incrementa
/ additional normal-force coefficient is then equal to:
• 8 / Cna_ _ ACn! __C, nb_
_ The values of the pressure-difference coefficient in terms o
.6 /_/ the stream dynamic pressure q may then be obtained fron
/'
/ \ and
\ Pb_
and the values of P_/c_ and P_/c_ are obtained fron:
o .z .4 .6 .8 /.o reference 6 or 7. It is shown in reference 6 that the value_'
• F/op-c/_o_drot/o, _ of P_/c_b_ and G change with a change in flap deflection]"IOURE3.--Factors n and n0in equation for flap normal-force coefficients.
I_ef_,.on_4. whereas, the theory would indicate that these values shouli
be independent of flap deflection for a given flap-chord
Data required for the application of this method to the ratio. These differences are caused by the fact that above
determination of load distributions are the lift and the a deflection of about 15 ° the flow begins to separate at the
quarter-chord pitching moments at a given angle of attack flap hinge. The values in the range where no separatior
for the airfoil with the flap both retracted and deflected, and is encountered are the same regardless of flap deflection
the class of additional distribution to be used. The class of The value of 15 ° as a linlit for the flap deflection where
additional distribution to be used for conventional airfoil unseparated flow exists should be used with caution since
sections is given in reference 6 and computed additional a number of factors, including Reynolds number, surface
distributions (in the form Av,/V, the nondimensional local condition, and leaks at the flap hinge, can have a large
increment of velocity caused by additional type of load effect on the flap deflection at which this separation begins
distribution) for a number of NACA sections, both conven- Distributions are also given in reference 6 for airfoils wit]:
tional and low drag, are given in reference 7. The lift and split flaps based on the assumption that the flow over s
moment coefficients given are assumed equal to C_l, c_,_, split flap should be the same as the flow over a plain fta_
c_2,and c_z as shown in figures 4 (a) and 4 (b). The assump- with a boundary layer over the flap of thickness equal tc
tion is made that the normal force and pitching moments the distance fronl the airfoil upper surface to the flap lowm
corresponding to the distribution of figure 4 (c) are not surface. The analysis reported in reference 6 showed thai
significantly different from those of figure 4 (a). Then "tbove a flap deflection of about 40 ° the load distributions
(fig. 4 (d)): for plain and split flaps were identical.
Ac,_=c,,,2--cm _ The incremental flap normal force and hinge moment
caused by flap deflection are equal to the sums of the contri-
Ac_=c_2--c_ buttons to each from the incremental basic and incremental
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_x The values of the factors _/ and _ are given in reference 6-
Comparisons of experimental data with loads and distri-
Crn!
e_ butions calculated by this method show that excellent agree- '
ment is obtained for plain flaps when the proper assumption
is made as to whether the flap is stalled. Sinfilar compari-
(a) sons made for split flaps show that, although the o.ver-all
effects of the flap are shown quite well over the forward
part of the airfoil, rather large discrepancies are noted over
the rear with the result that loads and moments predicted
in this manner are not accurate.
By using the assumption that a slotted flap is merely a
plain flap with a boundary-layer control slot and by consid-
ering the chord to be equal to the total chord of the wing
c_ _ with flap extended, some comparisons have been made
_i //'_ for slotted flaps. These comparisons show again that the
///_ over-all effeCtpurposesiSpr d cted to largeanccuracy suitablenearfor wingflapII structural but with differences the
q._ I where flow through the slot can affect the load distribution.
(b) "_ The flap loads for slotted flaps are indicated with only
qualitative accuracy.
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
I_ PLAIN FLAPS
crnl /
Cnl' The plain flap is one of the simplest lift-increasing devices
in use, consisting merely of a hinged part of the wing near
(c) .'_,. the trailing edge which can be deflected downward to in-
crease the camber and, therefore, the lift. The only funda-
mental design parameters (aside from airfoil section and
Reynolds number) which can have an effect on the perfor-
mance of a plain flap are the flap-chord ratio and the angle to
"A C? t MAXIMUM LIFT
Curves of maximum lift coefficient are shown plotted
I/_ _gainst flap deflection for various sizes of plain flaps on(d) several airfoil sections in figure 5 (data from references 7
to 12). Generally, the maximum lift coefficient is shown to
increase with flap deflection to a maximum at a flap de-
flection of about 60 ° or 70 ° except for the largest flap (0.60c)
,_cm' _ which increases the maximum lift coefficient only for very
Ac_, small deflections.• A comparison of the increments in maximum lift coefficient
for the NACA 23012 airfoil with 0.20c flaps at Reynolds
(e) numbers of 0.609X106 and 3.5X106 shown in figure 6
(a) Normal-fdrcc distribution for airfoil with flapneutral, indicates that, in this range of Reynolds number at least,
(b) Normal-force distribution for airfoilwith flap deflected, the maximum-lift-coefficient increment is essentially in-
(c) Distribution shownin (a) with flap normal4orce distribution plotted normal to dependent of scale. Optimum maximum-lift-coefficient in-flap-deflected chord.
(d) Incrementalnormal-force distribution caused by flap deflection, crements (the highest maximum-lift-coefficient increments
(e) Distribution shownin (d) plotted normalto flap-neutral chord, attained) are plotted against flap-chord ratio for the three
Fm_JRE4.--Normal-forcedistributionandincrementalnormal-forcedistributionfor NACA 230-series and the Clark Y airfoils in figure 7 on the
flaps neutralanddeflected, basis of the rather meager data available. These data show
additional normal-force distributions. The flap normal- that the best maximmn lift coefficients are attained with
force coefficient and flap hinge-moment coeffieient areequal to: flaps of 0.20c or 0.25c and that the maximum-lift-coefficient
increment increases with airfoil thickness ratio for the
c,%=_,_c,%+',/b_c,% NACA 230-series airfoils in the range of thicknesses shown.
The data for the NACA 66(215)-216 (fig. 5) airfoil seem to
Ch_=n_Cn_-[-_lb_C_b_ agree with the increment for an NACA 230-series airfoil of
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similar thickness; and although the NACA 65,3-618 air- DRAG
foil shows lower increments, the value of the highest maxi- The effect of flap size on the drag coefficients of airfoils
mum lift coefficient for this airfoil is nearly as high as that equipped with plain flaps is shown in figure 9. Env61ope
of the NACA 66(215)-216 airfoil, polars of totM-wing drag coefficient are shown for a Clark ¥A gap between the airfoil and flap at tile flap hinge allows
air to leak through from the high pressure on the lower wing of aspect ratio 6 equipped with 0.1Oc, 0.20c, and 0.30c
surface to the low pressure on the upper surface and to full-span plain flaps. These data indicate an ihcrease in dra 8
decrease the effectiveness of the flap. Maximum-lift data coefficient with flap size at any lift coefficient above about 1.2.
A large part of the drag of Mrfoils equipped with deflectedfrom reference 10 are shown in figure 8 for an airfoil with a
0.20c plain flap with a 0.0032c gap both sealed and unsealed, plain flaps is caused by the fact that the flow over the flalc
The maximum lift coefficients are higher in all cases with the separates at relatively low deflections (of the order of 15c
gap sealed, and the decrement in maximum lift coefficient or 20°). The higher drags of the larger flaps _re therefore
caused by' the gap increases as the flap deflection is increased, probably a result of a larger separated areaiiand]a_larger wake
2.8
C Ef£e c h'v e
-k- et/e Rel_erence cy/e--Reymo/ds number--Reference --
t o0.10 /0 o 0.10 3.5x10 s II
•_ .4 u .20 I0 D .20 3.5 12--
.t3
o .80 10 o .Go 8.4 8
oj
o (;) (b)o 0
-_2.8
kS,
o
_ 2.d .o
jr
Airfoil cf/c --Re £erence-
o 14ACA 23012 0.20 10 A/rfo/I Reference
•4 [] NACA 23015---,25---- 9 o NACA 66(2/5}-2/8 -- 7--
(e) (d)
0 20 40 50 80 IO0 120 0 20 40 80 80 I00 120 140
flclfl deflect/on, di, dep'
(a) Clark Y airfoil; (b) NACA 23012 airfoil.
R=0,609X10_.
(c) NACA 230-series airfoils; (d) NACA 6-series airfoils;
R=0.609X10S. R=6.0X106, _=0.20.
rFmURE &--'_ ariation of maximum section lift coefficient with flap deflection for several Mrfoil sections equipped with t)lain flaps.
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/?efeFence
- o 0.609x106-- I0
[] 3.5 /2 I_J ',-f- _ --
.9 .8 f _ F_ _" Gap 3eo/ed
.,f / // /
///0 /0 20 SO 40 50 60 70 80
Flap deflect7on,d$, deg
FIGURE 6.--Effect of Reynolds number on increment of maximum section liftcoeffiClCnt
caused by deflection of a 0.20cplain flap o11the NACA 23012 ah'foilsection.
/.2
20 40 60 80 I00 /20 /40 /@0
F/o/)def/ecffon,81, deg
.%" FIrCURE8.--Effoot of gap soul on maximum lift coefficient of a rectangular Clark Y wing
/ equipped with a full-span 0.20cplain flap. A=6; R=0.609X106; reference 10.
_ _ _._ "\ .56b k
t_
• \ .40
"_ -- A/rf'O//---Re{erenoe \, i_.32
"o ClorR Y I0 \
o NA CA 23012 8, I I, 12 \ o .24 ,/ ""_ " O O /5 -- 9 k
_ NAOA 23021 /0 \ _
c_ .16
0 .I0, .20 .3,0 .40 .50 ,60 .08_
Elop- chord r ahb, cf/c
FI(I,URE7. Variation of optimum increment of maximum section lift coefficient with
Ilap-chord ratio for several Mrfoil sections equipped with plain flaps. 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 /.0 /.2 /.4 [.6 /.8 2.0
tiff coeff/eien_,CL
Drag data on an NACA 230 12 airfoil fitted with a 0.20c m_o_ 9.--Envelope drag pohu's for a Chrk Y airfoil equipped with plain flaps
flap are shown in figure 10 at two values of the Reynolds ofvarioussizes.R=O.6OgXm_;A=_;reference_0.
number (references 12 and 13). These data show that the
favorable effect of increasing Reynolds numbers extends
throughout the entire range of lift coefficient. It should be
noted that the effective Reynolds number of 8.4X10 6 given ' ./6 .... , ...... , ,
] Effec¢/ve Reynolds number Reference
in figure 10 corresponds to a test Reynolds number of approxi- .< -- _-T-- 3..5x/oe - i/2
mutely 3X10 6. Any conclusion concerning the effect of .( ./2 1/3 /5/
Reynolds number based on these data is subject to the _. _--[-_- 8.4- ///
limitations of the concept of effective Reynolds number. _.08 //
Drag polars for several low-drag airfoils equipped with _ //_
plain flaps are shown in reference 7. These data show that _ .04 i-_ -
the low-drag range of smooth low-drag airfoils can be shifted _. .....
to higher lift coefficients by small deflections of a plain flap. _ 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 /.0 /.2 /.d /.8 /.8 2.0 2.2
It is obvious therefore that it should be possible to use a flap % SedHon//£) coeff/c/enf, ez
of this type to maintain low profile drags through a wide
range of lift coefficient. Fm,_ 10.--Envelope drag polurs for an NACA 23012airfoil equipped with u 0.20cplainflap at two Reynolds numbers. ,
864781--50--2
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PITCHINGMOMENT on the flap deflection. Because of separation of the flow
The ratio of pitching-moment increment to lift increment from the airfoil surface, flap deflection is not so effective for
caused by deflection of a plain flap has been shown by Glauert increasing the loads on the wing as would be indicated by
to be a constant for any given flap and to be dependent the perfect-fluid theory.
only on flap-chord ratio. Experimental data indicate that Hinge moments for plain flaps are subject to the same
this linear relation of pitching moment to lift. is actually differences between the ideal conditions and those normally
obtained. Figure 11 shows a curve of the theoretical encountered in practice. The same sort of comparison could
slope Ac_/Acz plotted against flap-chord ratio along with therefore be expected between the theory and experiment.
several experimental values. The agreement is shown to be Data are shown in figure 13 for the 0.20c flap on the NACA
23012 airfoil and again show good agreement with predic-
reasonably good. Lions based on Alien's empirical method.
FLAP LOADS AND MOMENTS
SUMMARY OF PLAIN-FLAP DATA
Tile method derived by Allen for predicting flap loads and
moments has been summarized in the section on flap theory. Maximum lift coefficients for airfoils with plain flaps are
Flap normal forces, taken from reference 14, at an angle of shown to increase with flap-chord ratio to a maximum at a
attack of 0 ° are shown in figure 12 along with the normal flap-chord ratio of about 0.20c to 0.25c. The highest maxi-
forces calculated by Alien's method. These results show mum lift coefficients for airfoils with flaps of about this size
very good agreement between calculated and experimental usually occur at flap deflections of about 60 °. Within a
results. Similar comparisons between experimental flap range of Reynolds number from 0.6X106 to 3.5X106 at least,
loads and loads calculated by means of the thin-airfoil theory scale seems to have little effect on maximum-lift-coefficient
show great discrepancies. The large errors resulting from inerement.s caused by deflection of a plain flap. Rather
the use of the thin-airfoil theory can probably be ascribed meager data for NACA 230-series airfoils show that the high-
to the fact that the thin-airfoil theory bases all results merely est maximum-lift-coefficient increment attainable with plain
flaps of a given size increases as the airfoil thickness is in-
creased. Drag' coefficients are shown to increase appreciably
._ o, I ] L_/f with flap size for all lift coefficients above about 1.2, and
_ available data indicate that favorable scale effects are ob-
Theore//col___ /.
-.o41-- o Exper/mento/ _ rained throughout the complete range of lift coefficient. Tilef-
__.08 - _ ;/ increment of pitching-moment coefficient caused by flap
_ -- / deflection is a linear function of the increment of lift eoeffi-
-./2 / _ _ __ cient, and the ratio of pitching moment to tift agrees reason-
/ ably well with the thin-airfoil theory. Flap normal forces
-./6 // and hinge moments may be predicted with good accuracy
/ by the method derived by Allen in reference 6.
/ I I I I I
Ccylculated _____
-.24_ .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .,90 ZOO _o\ o Exper-;menfal
F-io,_-ohordrot,b,oeo _ ' I
FIaVRE 11.--Vm-iation of ratio of pitehing-monient coefficient to lift coefficient at constant
angle of attack with flap-chord ratio. -- kX
-- \
2 I _ I I I I I I -- e'_,
-- Co/cd/ated (reference 6)
k -- Exporl'menfd (reference 14) - -!- --0
%- / \
<_i_ LIII I
°<_ I "%,
£
_2
-50 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 EO "80
flap deflec//bn, 5/, deg Flop deflecf/bn, Jr, dey
FIQVR]_ 12.--Variation of tlap normal-force eoeirleient with flap deflection. N_CA 2B012 FIOUl'_I_ lB.--Variation of flap hinge-moment coefficient with flap deflection, NACA 23012
airfoil; 0.20cplain flap; a0_0 °. airfoil; 0.20cplain flap; _0=0°.
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SPLIT FLAPS higher maximum lift coefficients are obtained for airfoils
A split flap is similar to a plain flap in that it is formed with split flaps than with plain flaps and that the optimum
merely by a hinged part of the wing near the trailing edge. maximum lift coefficients are obtained at higher flap deflec-
For a split flap, however, only the lower part of the wing is tions and higher flap-chord ratios. The reason for the higher
hinged, the upper surface remaining in place. The increase maximum lift coefficients obtained with split flaps can prob,
in lift caused by deflection of a split flap is a result of an ably be attributed to the fact that the upper surface of the
increase in the effective camber of the airfoil section just as wing is not disturbed and the flow is not required to follow
an abrupt downward curvature over the flap. ,The flowis the case for plain flaps. The important design parameters
which will affect the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing over the flapped part of the airfoil, therefore, has a tendenc#
section with a split flap are, therefore, the flap-chord ratio to remain unstalled up to higher flap deflections and highSr
and the flap deflection, flap-chord ratios for split flaps than for plain flaps. Maximum-
lift data from reference 16 are shown in figure 16 for
MAX|MUMLIFT three NACA 6-series airfoil sections equipped with 0.20c
The effect of flap deflection on the maximum lift coefficients split flaps. These data indicate the same tendency towai'd
of NACA 23012, 23021, and 23030 airfoil sections with split higher optimum deflections for thicker airfoils as was shown
flaps ranging in size from 0.10c to 0.40c are shown in figure 14 by the NACA 230-series sections.
(data from reference 15) and optimum increments in In order to provide a simple means for showing the effect
maximum lift coefficient are shown plotted against flap- of flaps on airfoil section characteristics, all the airfoils
chord ratio in figure 15. Although the increments of maxi- tested in connection with the low-drag airfoil program
mum lift coefficient are considerably higher for thick than (reference 7) have been tested with 0.20c split flaps deflected
for thin sections, the values of maximum lift coefficient vary 60 °. With some types of flap (particularly slotted) a change
in a different manner with thickness because of the decrease in airfoil shape also changes the shape of the flap that may
in maximum lift coefficient of the airfoil with flap undeflected be fitted into the available space and, therefore, changes
as the thickness is increased. These data show that as the the characteristics of the airfoil-flap combination. The
airfoil thickness is increased increments of maximum lift systematic split-flap data should be useful, however, for
coefficients, flap deflections for maximum lift, and the size showing the manner in which airfoil parameters alone affect
of flap that provides the highest increment of maximum lift the characteristics of airfoils with flaps.
coefficient also increase. For any given airfoil section the The effects of thickness ratio and camber on maximum
flap deflection at which the highest maximum lift coefficient lift coefficients of NACA 64-series airfoil sections with and
was measured decreased as the size of flap was increased, without 60 ° split flaps are shown in figure 17 (data from
A comparison of the data in figure 14 v_ith the data shown reference 7). These data show that, although the maximum
previously for plain flaps (fig. 5) of similar size shows that lift coefficients of the plain airfoil sections decrease as the
3.2
/ f--O i9- 4f-'_2.8 f/ f_-
_" /o6 " //
._ . c)lo
o0./0
o .20
o .30
.4 _ .40
0 20 4_0 60 80 I00 0 20 40 6"0 80 I00 0 20 ZO 60 80 I00 120
F/clp def/ecfion, efi, deq
(a) NACA 23012airfoil section. (b) NACA 23021airfoil section. (c) NACA 23030airfoil section.
FIGURE14.--Variation of maximum section lift coefficient with flap deflection for three NACA 230-seriesairfoils equipped with split flaps of various sizes. R=3.5X106; reference 15,
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thickness ratio is increased above approximately 0.12, the 2.8
maximum lift coefficients of the flapped airfoils continue to L/ I I IA/rfo/I
increase to thickness ratios of at least 0.18. Increases in /_ o NAOA 651-212
design lift coefficient are shown to increase maximum lift 2.4 /f_- u NACA 66,/-2/2 __/2_ 0 NACA 66[215)-2/6
coefficients of both the plain and the flapped airfoils by an _ _,, _,_ _ Iequal amount f r airfoils of low and moderate thicknesses. " !o // "_
At the higher thicknesses, however, the effect of increasing ._ / j
camber is smaller and for the 21-percent-thick airfoils is _
actually to decrease the maximum lift coefficients with flaps _ .G ¢ _-deflected. Maximum lift coefficients for NACA 23012 and
NACA 23015 airfoil sections are also shown in this figure.
The maximum lift coefficients for the NACA 230-series >g '.Z
sections _re shown to follow the same trend as the NACA ;
6-series sections. The variation of maximum lift coeffÉcients _ .8
with position of minimum pressure for NACA 6-series see- ._
tions is shown in figure 18. In most cases these data indicate
a small decrease in maximum lift coefficients of both the _ .4
plain and flapped airfoils regardless of thickness ratio as the
position of minimum pressure is moved to the rear. 0 20 #0 ©0 80 I00 120 140 160
f-lop doflect/bn, gl_ deg
FIC_UI_E16.--Vmiation of maximum section lift coefficient with flap deflection for several
I NACA 6-series airfoil sections equipped with 0.20csplit flaps. R=6.0X10G; reference 16.
5j
2.0 W_9) I75
6"
^
1.8 _/ js
.q)
(9 /8I_ 0 ,z_,
-_. , _ 13 El ,2
b. . ." .,:d._:- _ <> 4---
.0
_ / _" _--"NAOA230-ser-/bs
""..0
i 0 .04 .08 ./2 ,/G ,20 .24 .28 .32
_ .4l r/ A/cFo/I /:l/r_Co/7thl'oAness ro?'/O, tie
/ 0 NACA 23012 FIGURE17.--Variation of maximum section lift coefficient with airfoil thickness ratio and[] N,4OA22021 camber for some NACA 64-seriesairfoil sections with and without simulated split flaps.0 NA CA 2,9030 R=6.0X10_; reference 7. (Flagged symbols are for 60° simulated split flap.)
,2
The fact that all of the flap data shown in figures 17 an(
18 were obtained with 0.20c flaps deflected 60° prevents
complete indication of the effects of airfoil section on maxi0 .I0 .20 .20 .40 .50 ._0
mum lift coefficient since both the optimum flap size an(Flap-ohord ro/io, c f/c
deflection .i ith in airfoil thick
FIGURE15.--Variation of increment of optimum maximum section lift coefficient with optimum cnange w enanges
flap-ehordratio. NACA230-seriesairfoilsequipped with spiitflaps. R=3.5X10< nesses as shown in figure 15. This fact is particularly tru,
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/._ for each of the airfoils for which data are shown. A com-
parison of the data for smooth and rough airfoils in figure 19
shows that the decrease in maximum lift coefficients of air-
--____ -- foils with split flaps increases as the Reynolds number is in-
f-- creased and that tile effect of roughness on the maximum lift
_ coefficients of NACA 230-series sections is greater than that
_ _-- _ __--------5 on NACA 6-series sections but not enough to make the actual
1 values of the maximum lift coefficients lower.
DRAG
Envelope drag polars for an NACA 23012 airfoil equipped
t/c with various sizes of split flaps are shown in figure 20. Theseo 0.09
[] /: data indicate that the drag coefficients of airfoils equipped
0 4> .15
./8 with split flaps increase as the flap size is increased. Tt_ese
: higher drags are probably caused by tile increased size of the
i _ wake behind larger flaps, as is the case for plain flaps.
Envelope drag polars shown in reference 15 for flaps of
various sizes on NACA 23012, 23021, and 23030 airfoils show
that the drags of thicker airfoils _ith split flaps deflected are
higher than those of thinner airfoils except in cases where
2.0 _--'-_ the thinner airfoils tend to stall at lower lift coefficients than
'_"'"--' _ _ [ - _ _ the thick sections.
PITCHING MOMENT
/.6_ _-----_ _ .... The ratio of pitching-moment increment to lift-coefficient
-- -----_____________ increment caused by deflection of split flaps of various sizes
_---_. on several NACA 230-series airfoil sections is shown in
/._ _
figure 21 (data from reference 15). These data show that
the pitching moments of airfoils with split flaps do not agree
.8 with the theory as well as those with plain flaps but that the
.90 .4o .eo general order of magnitude of the pitching moments and the
Po._/t/on oP m/b/fnum pressur'e, X/C manner of variation with flap-chord ratio agree fairly well
FIGURE 18,-- Variation of maximum section lift coefficient with position of mildmum pressure
and airfoil thickness ratio for some NACA 6-series airfoil sections with and without split with the theory. This discrepancy may be explained by the
flaps, ct,=0.2;R=6.0X100.(Flagged symbols _re for60° simulatedsplit flap.) fact that the rear part of an airfoil with a split flap deflected
presents a very thick, blunt body rather than the thin mean
of the data shown in figure 17 since both the flap-chord line which is assumed in the theory and which is at least
ratio and flap d6flection for highest maximum lift coefficient approximated by plain flaps.
increase as the airfoil thickness ratio is increased. The FLAP LOADS AND MOMENTS
optimum maximum lift coefficients should, therefore, in-
crease even nmre rapidly with thickness ratio than the The methods for predicting flap loads and moments which
maximum lift coefficients shown, are based on the thin-airfoil theory could not be expected to
Data are shown in figure 19 on the effects of Reynolds provide a good indication of split-flap loads since the pressure
number variation on the maximum lift coefficients of several difference across the flap is not, in this case, equal to the
NACA airfoil sections. Throughout the range of Reynolds pressure difference across the whole airfoil or, as the theory
number shown, maximum lift coefficients of both the plain assumes, across the mean line. A comparison of some split-
and flapped airfoils in the smooth condition increase as the flap load data with loads predicted by the method given in
Reynolds number is increased, but not by a constant amount reference 6 and described in the section on flap theory shows
nor in any apparently predictable manner. The effects of that, although fair agreement can be obtained at low flap
scale on the maximum lift coefficients of NACA 6-series deflections, the predicted values are considerably higher than
sections seem to be similar to those of conventional NACA the experimental results at high deflections. Pressure dis-
230-series sections, tributions and flap force and hinge-moment characteristics
The effect of Reynolds number on the maximum lift co- for a 0.20c split flap on the NACA 23021 airfoil are shown in
efficients of several NACA airfoils with standard leading-edge reference 17.
roughness and split flaps is also shown in figure 19. The EXTENSIBLESPLITFLAPS
effect of Reynolds number in increasing the maximum lift
coefficients of these airfoils is decreased by the addition of An extensible split flap is a split flap provided with a mov-
standard roughness and seems to be approximately the same able hinge which is moved to the rear as the flap is deflected.
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81
".5 .7 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5,Ox/O 6 .5 .7 /.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0x/O 6
Re vno/ds number:,, R Re yno/ds number-:,
(a) Smooth airfoil.
(b) -&h'foi] with leading-edge roughness.
_FIOURE 19.--Variation of inaximunl section lift coefficient with Reynolds number for several NACA airfoil sections with and without 0.20c split flaps deflecte4 60 °.
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The purposd of displacing the hinge is to provide a larger Because of the fact that the extensible split flap is extended
area and, therefore, greater lifts. Maximum lift coefficients to the rear as it is deflected, the effective area of the wing
taken from reference 18 are shown in figure 22 for a Clark Y behind the normal quarter-chord point is increased and the
airfoil equipped with split flaps of 0.20c, 0.30c, and 0.40c negative pitching moments become larger. Data are shown
hinged at various positions from the normal hinge position in figure 23 (from reference 18) oil the effect of split-flap ex-
to the trailing edge. Sizable increases in maximum lift co- tension on the pitching-moment-coefficient increments causec_
efficient (as high as 0.3 for the 0.40c flap) are produced by
the extension of the chord in this way, increases being noted
for the 0.20c flap for each extension of the flap hinge from the
normal hinge axis to the trailing edge although the larger __ Abroi/
flaps produced increases for extensions of the flap hinge only o NACA23012
[] IVACA 23021
to 0.90c. -.o4 -- • o NACA &3030--
.J2 ' c,_c -. 08 .-/
'o./o._ C /
.o_ I•30 <1 /"
..2d , , /
.20
.l& _ -.16 /"
; /. ./
/ -.20
.!"°81i ,}, /
,,d" /
_J
__ .10 .20 .80 .40 .50 .60
0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.d 2.8 3.c° 3.& 4.0 4.# Flap-chord ratio, v/Iv
_eeo_/on//ff coeffic/em¢, cz FmTJRE 21.--Variation of ratio of increment of section pitching-moment coefficient to inere-
FIGURE 20.--Envelope drag polars for an NACA 23012 airfoil equipped with split flaps ment of section lift coefficient with flap-chord ratio for several airfoil sections equipped
of various sizes. R=3.5X10% reference 15. with split flaps, a0=&; reference 15.
2.6
2.4 ,,- -
-- I
////, {._ ,.,_,--- --<> fl}-_ 9" _-,
o
£)
,.8 Cy l
<> .SOc
_' .90c
1.4 v l.OOc
./.2 (a) (b) J (c)
0 20 40 80 80 0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 80
F/op deflection, d.h deg
ef
(a) _-=0.20. (b) _=O.aO. (C) c-,=0.40.
FIGURE 22.--Variation of maximum lift coefficient with flap deflection and hinge position for a Clark Y airfoil eqnipped with extensible split flaps of various sizes.
R=0.6XI06; A=6; reference 18.
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by deflection of the flap. The increment in pitching-moment suggests, flaps which are attached to the main portion of
coefficient is shown to be a linear function of the increment in the wing in such a manner as to provide a slot forward of
lift coefficient, and the slope of the curve Acm/Acz is shown to the flap when the flap is deflected. Double slotted flaps
increase as the flap hinge is moved to the rear. are provided with a vane forward of the flap so that a double
slot is formed when the flap is deflected.SUMMARY OF SPLIT-FLAP DATA ¢
SINGLE SLOTTED FLAPS
Split flaps are shown to provide higher maxinmm lift
coefficients than plain flaps. Maximum lift coefficients, A typical single-slotted-flap configuration is shown in
flap deflections for maximum lift, and best flap size increase figure 24. The part of the wing Super surface _vhich extends
as the airfoil thickness ratio is increased. Larger flaps over the flap when retracted is called the slot lip. _ The
showed higher maximum lift coefficients than smaller flaps; effective increase in chord provided by some slotted flaps
the highest maximum lift coefficients were obtained at lower is obtained by the use of an _0ngated slot lip, The point
flap deflections with the larger flaps than with the smaller where the airfoil is first cut away to form the slot cm the
flaps. Maximum lift coefficients of NACA 6-series sections lower surface is called the slot entry. Slot entries aret often
with 60°, ':0.20c flaps are shown to increase with airfoil made with very small radii of curvature or provided with
thickness ratio up to thickness ratios of about 0.18c. In- skirts to fair over the gap in the lower surface when the
crease of camber increases maximum lift coefficients of thin flap is retracted. By minimizing the gap, the lower surface
airfoils, but this effect decreases as the airfoil thickness is is made as smooth as possible so that there is little increase
increased. Leading-edge roughness has been shown to in drag over that of the smooth airfoil.
decrease the favorable scale effect on maximum lift co- Since a slotted flap increases the maximum lift by a combi-
effieients of airfoils with split flaps. Increases in flap size or nation of increased camber, increased chord, and boundary-
airfoil thickness ratio show increases in drag coefficients of layer control provided by flow through the slot, the impor-
airfoils with flaps deflected. Pitching-moment increments tant design parameters are flap deflection, flap size, the
of airfoils with split flaps are of the same order of magnitude ehordwise position of the slot lip, and the efficiency of the
as shown by the thin-airfoil theory, but the agreement with flow through the slot in providing boundary-layer control.
the theory is not so good as that shown by the plain flaps. The boundary-layer control action of the flow through the
Displacing a split flap to the rear as it is deflected increases slot depends on the shape of the passage through which the
both maximum lift coefficients and pitching moments, air must flow. The shape of this passage is made up of a
combination of slot-entry shape, Slot-lip shape, flap-nose
SLOTTED FLAPS shape, and the position of the flap with respect to the slot
' lip. Airfoil shape can be expected to have a greater effect
Slotted flaps are roughly similar to plain or split flaps on the characteristics of slotted flaps than on those of plain
insofar as they increase the lift of an airfoil by an increase or split flaps because of the fact that the airfoil shape deter-
in camber and in some cases by an increase in the chord, mines to some extent the shape of the flap and slot. configura-
The slotted flap, however, is provided with a slot which tions. Changes in Reynolds number can also have different
delays the tendency of the flow to separate from the flap effects on the characteristics of sl0tted flaps-from-(hose-on
by dueting high-energy air from the lower surface and the characteristics of piain or Split flaps because of-tlfe_eaTe
utilizing it fdr boundry-layer control on the flap upper effect on the flow through the Slot.
surface. Deflection of slotted flaps may be obtained either '- lVlaximum lift.LBeeauge 6f_h6 large number of unrelated
by pure rotation about a fixed hinge or by a combination combinations of airfoils and slotted flaps for which data are
of translation and rotation. Slotted flaps in general use available, a summary of maximum lift coefficients that have
may be divided into two general classes based merely on been obtained from various combinations is given in table I.
the number of slots. Single slotted flaps are, as the name Flap size, slot-lip extension, the deflection and position of the
flap with respect to the slot lip, Reynolds number at which
0 the tests were run, and rough classifications of slot-entry
-_ _----- shape and flap-nose shape are tabulated along with notations
_ "_-__ as to whether the flap was located at its best maximum
<Y Flop-i_i,-,g_.._%.>..._- ""
-.4 - pomi/ibn- _ "'z _ _ -- mk... _ Ca
-o o._70¢_ _xc--a_. ._ .<.....< _m(+)- t i_[] .7Oc % > I- _,-vl(+)
-.6 -<> .80c -- -- / Refer
-_ .90c- __ _ "_ e_/'_'_..x, "
-'_o_''i.o.o_ ""<----
.4 .8 /.2 /.@ 2.0 .60 .70 .80 .90 /.00 Slot enlry-" __...._ _
Aez F/up-hinge poslNon, fraction
of sir foP chord
FIGURE23,--Variation of increment of i)itehing-moment coefficient with increment of
lift coefficient for various hinge positions of a 0.40c extensible split flap on a Clark Y FIGURE24.--Sketch of typical single-slotted-flap configuration.
airfoil, ao=0°; reference 18. (All dimensions are given in fractions of airfoiI chord.)
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TABLE I.--MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENTS OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS EQUIPPED WITH SINGLE SLOTTED FLAPS
Flap nose _hapee
31of- en_r'y conf/{Turohbn3
i
Slot-entry Flap _z Optimu] R Refcrcnic
Airfoil section cf/c ca config- nose cz,n,x (dog) xl Ys positioi
uration shape
Clark Y ............................ O.20 1. O0 b A 2. 44 30 0 --0. 025 Yes 0. 61X10 19
Clark Y ................................. 30 1.00 b A 2. 83 40 0 --. 025 Yes .61 19
Clark g ......................... 40 1.00 b A 3.10 40 0 --, 025 'Yes .61 19
23012............................... 10 .93 _ A 2. 25 50 .004 .005 Yes 3.5 1123012................................. 15 1.00 A 2.68 30 0 .1/15 Yes 3.5 20 !
23012..... _,.......................... 25 1.00 b A 3. 22 40 0 .015 Yes 3.5 20
23012............................... 256 .800 a B 2.76 50 .005 .018 Yes 3.5 12
23012............................. 257 .83 a A 2.81 50 .005 .016 Ycs 3.5 12
23012................................. 257 .83 a A 2.83 40 .013 .024 _ Yes 3.5 11
23012 ............................ 267 1.00 b A 2.90 30 0 .025 No -3.5 _ 12
23012 ........................... 30 .90 c - A 2.92 50 .002 .010 No 3.5 21
23012.......................... 30 .90 c A 2.92 40 .002 .020 No 3.5 21
23012 ............................ 30 .90 _ A 2. 93 30 .002 .030 No 3. 5 21
23012 .............................. 30 .90 A 2. 88 40 .002 .020 No 3.5 2123012 ................................... 30 1.00 b -3: 29) 40 0 .015 No 3.5 21 _ •
23012 .............................. 40 .715 b " A 2:87" 50 .015 .015 Yes 3.5 22
23012............................. 40 .715 _ A 2.90 50 .015 .015 Yes 3.5 2223021.................................. 15 1.00 A 2.59 60 O .015 No 3.5 23
23021 ................................ 15 1.00 b A 2. 66 60 .050 .030 Yes 3.5 24
23021................................. 25 1.00 b A 3.17 40 .025 .015 Yes 3.5 24
23021............................ 257 .827 b B 2. 69 60 0 .015 Yes 3.5 25
23021................................... 257 .827 _ B 2. 74 60 0 .015 Yes 3.5 25
- 23021 ............................. 257 .827 A 2. 71 60 .005 .020 Yes 3.5 25
23021 ........................... 257 .827 _ A 2. 82 50 0 .025 Yes 3.5 25
.............................. 40 .715 . 79 .015 . es . 6
23021 ............................... 40 .715 _ A 2. 88 50 .015 .045 Yes 3. 5 2630 .......................... 257 .860 B . 59 6 . 2 . 0 es .5 7
23030 ................................ 257 .860 _ B 2.68 60 --. 005 ! .040 Yes 3.5 27
................................ 40 .775 ]3 . 82 5 .025 . 6 es .
23030 .......................... 40 .775 _ 13 2. 90 50 .025 .060 Yes 3.5 2763,4_t20 ......................... 25 .88 B 3.00 35 .018 .045 No 6. 0 7
63,4-421 (approx.) ....................... 243 .835 a A 3.21 40 0 .027 Yes 9.0 28
65-210 ........................... 25 .84 c A 2.47 45 .009 .010 Yes 6. O 29
65-210 ............................... 25 .90 c A 2. 48 41.3 .014 .009 Yes 6.0 29
65-210 ............................. 25 .975 e A 2.45 35 .004 .020 Yes 6.0 29
65 (112)Alll (approx.) .................. 35 .839 c A 2. 69 35 --. 020 .032 Yes 9.0 30
651-213 (approx.) ............................. 336 .889 c A 2. 63 40 .019 .046 No 9. 0 31
.259" .915 c A 2. 80 40 .019 .038 No 9. 0 3165 _21_)-114................................
65,2-221 (approx.) ........................... 263 .832 a ]3 2.83 30 .025 .046 Ycs 9.95 32
66(215)-116, a= 0.6 ........................ 25 .824 c ]3 2. 70 55 0 .028 No 6. 0 33
66,2-116, a= 0.6 .......................... 25 .827 a A 2. 69 45 .017 .038 No 6.0 34
66,2-216, a= 0. 6 .......................... 30 .90 c A 2. 92 37 0 .016 No 6.0 7
66,2_216, a= 0. 6 .......................... 25 .824 a A 2. 89 40 .023 .040 Yes 5. I 35
66,2-216, a=0.6 ..................... 25 .834 c A 2.88 45 .011 .031 Yes 5.1 35
66,2-118 ............................... 25 .90 2.68 32.5 ............... No 6.0 36
Davis ] No 6. 2 37
t > .30 1.00 b A 3.45 40 ...............=0.18 I
Davis (modified) t .30 1.00 b A 3.14 40 ................ No 6. 0 37
[Lo.18 I
66-series (approx.)t .30 1.00 b A 3.34 30 ............... No 6. 2 37
-_=o.18 I
lift position. References from which the data were obtained table I that flaps with the slot lip extended to tile trailing
are also given in the table (references 11, 12, and 19 to 37). edge seem to show their highest maximum lift coefficients
Maximum lift coefficients of airfoils with slotted flaps are at lower flap deflections than with shorter slot-lip extensions.
shown to be considerably higher than those of the same air- The effect on maximum lift coefficient of increasing the
foils equipped with plain or split flaps of comparable size. effective chord of the airfoil-flap combination is shown in
The advantage of the higher maximum lift coefficients must figure 27 for various flap combinations on the NACA 23012
be balanced, however, against the added complication of airfoil section. The maximum lift coefficients are all based
providing external brackets to hold the flap or of more on the chord of the airfoil with flap completely retracted.
complicated mechanisms required to operate the flap. Maximum lift coefficients are shown to increase as the total
Maximum lift coefficients are shown in figure 25 plotted chord is increased either by increasing the flap chord or the
against flap deflection for the NACA 23012 airfoil section slot-lip extension. Increases in flap size above about 25
with various sizes of slotted flaps and in figure 26 for two percent of the airfoil chord are shown to have much smaller
NACA 6-series airfoils with slotted flaps. These data and effects on maximum lift coefficients than increases in the
the data of table I show that the flap deflections for maxi- lower range of flap size. Increases in slot-lip extension,
mum lift coefficients of airfoils with slotted flaps vary over however, seem to be more effective as the slot lip is extended
a range of from about 30 ° to over 60 °. Although no rigid toward the trailing edge. Ak_hough the variations of maxi-
variation of optimum deflection with flap size or slot-lip mum lift coefficient shown iu figure 27 cannot be expected
extension can be shown, it may be seen from the data in to hold strictly for different types of airfoil section, the
864781--50--3
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F_GURE 25.--Variation of maximum section lift coefficient with flap deflection for the NA_CA 23012 airfoil equipped with various slotte4 flaps. R=3.5X106.
variations shown are probably indicative of the results to observed that a flap-nose shape similar to the shape of a g9od
be expected from conventional airfoils of normal thicknesses, airfoil will provide good maximum lift characteristics.
The use of thinner airfoils, however, and particularly thin Slot-entry shapes can have u large effect on maximum lift
NACA 6-series sections, presents added difficulties because coefficients since any separation of the flow at the slot entry
of the very thin flaps and very small leading-edge radii of the can block off a portion of the slot passage. Data are avail-
flaps that can be fitted into the available space. The data able in references 12, 21, 22, 25 to 281 32, 34, and 35 which
shown in table I for 25-percent-chord flaps on the NACA show the effects of various slot-entry shapes on maximmn
65-210 airfoil section with various slot-lip extensions show lift coefficients. Data in references 221 25 to 27, and 35 show
that no increase in maximum lift coefficient is obtained by maximum lift coefficients that have been obtained on NACA
increasing the slot-lip extension from 84 percent chord to 23012, 66,2-216, 23021, and 23030 airfoil sections equipped
97.5 percent chord, with slotted flaps and with both smoothly rounded and sharp
The most favorable shape for the passage through which slot entries. In these references, the best position of the
the air must flow from the lower surface over the flap is an flap was determined with each of the slot entries. Neither
extremely complex problem since it involves a combination the 0.12c-thick nor the 0.16c-thick airfoils showed any differ-
of several variables, each of which can have a large effect on enee in best maximum lift coefficient although the position
the flow condition produced by each of the other variables, of the flap at which the best maximum lift coefficient was
These variables include flap shape, slot-entry shape, slot-lip measured changed considerably. Both the 0.21c-thick and
shape, and flap position, the 0.30c-thick airfoils on the other hand showed large effects
Data are given in references 12, 25, and 28 on the maximum of slot-entry configuration. These data would seem to indi-
lift coefficients produced by slotted flaps of various shapes, cate that the airfoil thickness or the depth of the flap well
No strict rules can be set down for the design Of flap shape% (opening into which flap retracts) would determine whether
but from the data given in these references, it is generally the slot entry has an effect on the maximum lift coefficient.
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FIGURE26.--Variation of maximum section lift coefficient with flap deflection for several
NACA 6-series airfoil sections equipped with slotted flaps. R=5.1X106 for NACA
66-seriesairfoil and R=6.0X106 for NACA 63-seriesairfoil.
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F/op-ohord rot/b, oz/e S/ot-I_/ooo_/'OPT_ Oa FIGURE28.--Effect of slot-c_ttry-skirt extension oll section lift characteristics of an
FmURE 27.--Variatiomof optimum increment of section maximum lift coefficient with NAOA 66,2-116, a=0.6 airfoil equipped with a 0.25c slotted flap deflected 45°.
flap-chord ratio and with slot-lip location for the NACA 23012airfoil section. R=6.0X106; reference 34.
For the thick airfoils where the slot-entry configuration can The flap location affects the maximum lift coefficient, of
have an effect, the smoothly rounded entry provides the course, by changing both the shape and size of the passage
highest maximum lift coefficient in each case. Data from through which the air flows from the lower surface. The
reference 34 are shown in figure 28 for an NACA 66,2-116, best flap positimi will, therefore, be different for each different
a=0.6 airfoil equipped with a 0.25c slotted flap with three condition of slot entry, slot lip, and flap-nose shape. No
different lengths of slot-entry skirt. These data show that general conclusions can be drawn concerning the best loca-
with the flap located at an arbitrary position, the maximum tion of a slotted flap although the data available in refer-
lift coefficient was lowered by each progressive extension of cnces 12, 19, 20, 22, 24 to 27, 29, 30, and 32 to 35 should be
the slot-entry skirt, useful for the design of the best flap location for airfoil-flap
Slot-lip shape can affect the maximum lift coefficients of combinations similar to those for which data are available.
airfoil-flap combinations to a large extent and it is felt that Generally, it may be said that the best location of Kflap of
the most important requirement of a good slot-lip shape is a given shape will be a location which, when combined with
that it should serve to direct the air flow downward over the the slot lip and slot entry, will provide a converging passage
flap. Data are shown in figure 29 for an airfoil with a and allow the flow to be directed downward over the flap.
slotted flap with the slot lip in its normal configuration and Data in figure 30, for instance, show lift characteristics of an
bent down various amounts. These data show that the airfoil-flap combination for which the slot does not form a con-
maximum lift coefficient is increased by bending down the verging passage. A comparison of these data with those in
slot lip, although too great a bend causes the maximum lift table I for airfoils of similar thickness shows the low maxi-
coefficient to drop off. It is believed Chat the limit in the mum lift coefficients obtained with a flap configuration of
effect of bending down the lip is reached when the flow over this type. Contours of flap position for maximum lift
the lip itself separates, coefficient are shown in figure 31 for two airfoil sections
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FIGURE 29.--Effect of slot-Iip shape on section lift characteristics of an NACA 63,4-420 _irfoi] equipped with a 0.25c slotted flap. R=6.0XIO 6.
equipped with various configurations of slotted flaps. These thicknesses with flaps of two different sizes and a few data for
contours indicate the sensitivity of the maximum lift coeffi- various NACA 6-series sections with 0.25c slotted flaps.
cient to small changes in flap position and the accuracy with Although not at all conclusive, these data for NACA 6-series
which the flap must be built and located, airfoils seem to show a greater effect of thickness ratio than
was previously indicated (reference 27) by the NACA 230-series
Airfoil shape can have a large effect on the effectiveness of data. While a part of the differences between the 230-series
slotted flaps. There are not, however, enough data for flaps sections and the 6-series sections might be attributed to the
of similar size and shape to show fully the effects of the higher Reynolds number at which the latter data were
various airfoil design parameters on the maximum lift obtained, data in reference 28 on the 0.21c-thick 6-series air-
coefficients of airfoils with slotted flaps. Some data are foil show that even at a Reynolds number of 2.0X106 the
shown in figure 32 for NACA 230-series airfoils of various maximum lift coefficient of this airfoil is above 3.0.
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lift is noted and that for this airfoil-flap combination, at ,/
least, the best position moves backward and upward as the
Reynolds immber is increased. The maximum lift coeffÉcient
at a Reynolds number of 9.0XI06 was increased by about
0.06 by changing from the position found to be best at
R_-2.4XI06 to the position at which the highest maximuIa
lift coefficient was measured. In this case, the entire
character of the lift curve was changed by this change in
positions at R=9.0XI06 although this change cannot be
considered typical, i
2.z Data on the effects of roughness on the maximum lift
I_j /r'_q coefficients of airfoils with slotted flaps are not extensive
-- o(deg)-O f_ enough to provide any generalizations although it may be
2.5 u_o | _ said that the decrement in maximum lift coefficient causedby roughness will be of about the same order of magnitude/ as for airfoils with split flaps. It must be rememberedtherefore that leading-edge roughness can cause the maxi-/.6_7 mum lift coefficient of airfoils to be 0.4 to 0.5 lower than
.: _;_NXc[-- that obtained in a wind tunnel with a smoothly polished
•_- f_ model. Some data are shown in references 29 to 31 on the
_1.2 b
_. _/ effects of roughness on tile maximum lift coefficient of
q_
o airfoils with slotted flaps.Y
/ /( Drag.--Drag coefficients of airfoils equipped with slotted
.8 flaps can be expected to be lower than those of airfoils with
<'_ either plain or split flaps because of the fact that the sep-
/ / aration of the flow over the flap, usually apparent on plain
•4 flaps at high deflections, and the wide, blunt rear portion of
airfoils equipped with split flaps are eliminated or mini-
mized with slotted flaps. Envelope polars for th6 NACA
J _/ 23012 airfoil equipped with slotted flaps of various sizes are( shown in figure 34. These data show an effect of increasingflap size that is opposite to that with either plain or split
-'-4__4 -/6 -8 o 8 /c 24 flaps, the drag decreasing at a given lift coefficient as the
2ecfior_ ong/e of ot/acl_, eeO, de_ flap size is increased. The drag polar for the NACA 23012
FmuR_30.--Lif_characteristicsofan approximate NACA 66(m)-216airfoilsection airfoil equipped with a 0.40c split flap is also shown in figure
equipped with a0.25cslotted flap. R=6.0XI06. 34 and indicates the much lower drag coefficients obtained
with slotted flaps than with split flaps. The effect of slot-
Data on the effect of Reynolds nmnber on the maximum lip extension on drag is shown in figure 35. _ Increasing the
lift coefficients attainable with slotted flaps are given in slot-lip extension also is shown to decrease the drag at any
references 12, 25, 27 to 33, and 37. The greater part of given lift coefficient.
these data covers Reynolds numbers from about 3.0X106 Flap position can also have a great effect on drag coeffi-
to 10.0)<106. A few data are given, however, for higher cients since the shape of the slot passage determines whether
Reynolds number. Maximum lift coefficients are shown there are any areas of separated flow in the region of the'
plotted against Reynolds nmnber in figure 33 for two NACA flap. Contours of flap position for minimum drag coefficient
6-series airfoils with slotted flaps. In both of these cases, are shown for various airfoil-flap combinations in references
the scale effect with flap deflected is approximately the same 20, 22, 2zl, 26, 27, and 35. One of these contours taken
as that for the plain airfoil. This similarity cannot be con- from reference 35 is shown in figure 36. These data and
sidered to be true in the general case, however. There are those given in the references show that the requirements of
some indications that the best maximum-lift position of a a good slot shape for low drags are different from the require-
slotted flap may change with changes in Reynolds number ments for high maximum lift coefficients. The slots for
as shown in reference 30. From these data it is seen that which low drags are measured se_m to be nearly constant
for the changes in Reynolds number shown (from 2.4X106 to in area rather than converging, and the slot openings seem
9.0 X 106) an appreciable change in best position for maximum to be larger than those for high maximum lift.
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FIGURE31.--Contours Offlap position for maximum section lift coefficient for two airfoils /?=2.4 XI0_;reference 29.
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.24_ allowed to leak through the gap, the drag increment in the
_ _ lowrdrag range caused by a sharp slot entry is approximately
.20 twice that caused by a well-rounded entry. These data
.b _0./0__ 0.932 /I --]-- also show, however, that the drag coefficient with the sharp
...... 257 .827 /2
"/6----.40.7/522/----. . , entry can be reduced to the same value as with the rounded
_./2 slot entry merely by sealing the gap to prevent any flow'
of air. Data are shown in figure 38 for an NACA 66,2-116,
a=0.6 airfoil with a 0.25c slotted flap and three lengths of
.08 slot-entry-skirt extension. These data show that. the drag
.04 is progressively lowered as the slot-entry skirt, is extende_t.
0 .4 .8 /.2 /.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 ,2.2 3,6 4.0 4.4
FIGURE 3_.--Effect of flap size on envelope drag polars for an NACA 23012 airfoil equipped
with single slotted flaps. R=3.5X106.
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Sect/on l/let COef'f/o/'ef)_ C"z FIGURE 37.--Effeet of slot opening and gap seal on drag coefficient of an NACA
65(216)-3(16.5) (approx.) airfoil equipped with a 0.25c slotted flap. R=6.0X10 a.
FIGURE 35.--Effect of slot-lip extension on envelope drag polars. NACA 23012 airfoil,
=0.30; R=3.SX10 _. Reference 21.
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FIGURE 36.--Contours 0f flap position for various section drag coefficients for the
N'ACA 66,2-216, a=0.6 airfoil equipped with a 0.25c slotted flap. at=30°; .004
Q=2.5; R=5.1X1O_; reference 35.
With slotted flaps in the retracted position, the resulting,, o
break in the airfoil lower surface has been shown to have -12 -8 -4 o 4 8 12
Sec/io]_ angle of oHocA, _oi dog
_rgg 9ffects _.on dr ag_eoe_cieI_._ Drag data are shown in
figure 37 for an NACA 6-series airfoil section equipped with F_c.u_.38.--.Effectof slotentry-skir_ extension on section drag characteristicsof anNACA 66,2-116, a=0.6 airfoil equipped with a 0.25c slotted flap. _s=0°; R=6.0X10_;
a 0.25c slotted flap. These data show that when air is reference34. (Same airfoil-flap comhination as fig. 28.)
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Pitching moment.--Since a slotted flap is similar to a DOUnLESLOTTEDFLAPS
plain flap with a boundary-layer-control slot at the flap nose, Data are presented in reference 11 for all NACA 23012
the load distribution over an airfoil with a slotted flap should airfoil equipped with a 0.256c slotted flap and several
be similar to that over an airfoil with a plain flap with the auxiliary flaps. These data show that the slotted flap with
exception of discontinuities at the slot. Tile pitching mo-
a 0.10c auxiliary slotted flap was more effective in inerea_sing
ments of airfoils equipped with slotted flaps should be approxi- the maximum lift coefficient than any of the other devices
mately the same as tile pitching moments of an airfoil with tested. Reference 40 shows data for NACA 23012, 23021,
a plain flap of similar size. The flap-chord ratio and tile and 23030 airfoils equipped with 0.40c slotted flaps and 0.256c
• . $.
airfoil chord must be defined for this purpose, however, on auxiliary slotted flaps. Maximum hft coefficients of 3.46,
the basis of the total chord with flap extended. Pitching- 3.57, and 3.71, respectively, were measured with these diouble
moment slopes have been calculated on the basis of total slotted flaps on the _hree airfoils. Later investigations
chord with flap extended for several combinations of airfoil showed that the double slotted flap could be simplified con-
and slotted flaps and are shown in figure 39 along with the siderably by changing the form of the foreflap to a tqrning
slopes calculated from the thin-airfoil theory. These data vane. For double slotted flaps of a given total chord, the
show that the pitching moments of airfoils with slotted vanes were shown to be just. as effective as the foreflaps tested
flaps approximate those predicted by the plain-flap theory on the original double slotted flaps and had the added ad-
although the experimental pitching moments for slotted vantage of being of such a size that they could be entirely
flaps are in all eases slightly higher than the theory indicates enclosed within the wing structure when the flap was re-
and show considerably less variation with flap size than the traeted. A typical double slotted flap of the latter type is
theoretical. /;shown in figure 40. The slot entry and slot lip are defined
Flap loads and moments.--Aerodynamie load character- /in the same way as for _ingle slotted flaps. The vane chord
istics for a number of airfoils equipped with slotted flaps are line has been defined in various ways, but the most frequently
presented in references 19, 33, 38, and 39. Flap loads gener- used definitiqns are the maximum-length line or the line
ally increase as the flap deflection is increased up to the through the trailing edge and the center of curvature of the
deflection at which the flap stalls, the variation in flap loads vane leading edge. The vane size is then defined by the
with angle of attack for unstalled conditions being small as length of this chord line and the deflection, by the angle
compared with the variation with flap deflection. Normal- between the airfoil chord line and the vane chord line.
force coefficients on slotted flaps for the data shown in the
references usually reach a maximum of about 1.6 or 1.8. _ :,Vonechord//ne
Chord forces are generally small compared with the normal _ _ c/of//_
forces, and centers of pressure of the.flap loads usually range
from about 0.2 to 0.4 of the flap chord.
(_)
0
Airfoil _,"x_ (+)
-.04 o NACA 2.9012 _ _
[3NA CA 23021
CA 65-2/0 ev
< //, d;(+)
/ %.\ '
c_o<_
-'2_0 .10 .20 .30 .40 ,50 .60
Fmp-cl_ord ra/io, ef/c (a) Flap retracted.
_FIGURE30.--Variation of ratio of increment of section pitching-moment coefficient to (b) Flap detlected.
increment of section lift cocfficient with flap-chord ratio for several airfoil sections FIGURE 40.--Sketch of typical double-slotted-flap configuration. (All dimensions are given
with slotted flaps, a_=0 °. (All coefficients based on total chord with flap extended.) ill fractions of airfoil chord.)
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Double slotted flaps operate to increase the maximum lift those obtained with flaps of the sizes normally employed.
coemcient in essentially the same way as single slotted flaps Some few data are available in references 41 to 43 on the
with the exception that an additional slot is available to effect of vane size on the maximum lift coefficients obtainable
provide a greater amount of boundary-layer control. An- for several airfoil sections equipped with double slotted flaps.
other way of defining the action of a double slotted flap is Some of these data are presented in figure 41 and show that,
that it is merely a single slotted flap which is provided with in general, increases in vane size provide increases in max-
a turning vane in the slot to help deflect the air flow down- imum lift coefficients although the range of vane size covered
ward over the flap, since the downward deflection of the is rather small.
flow is the principal function of the vane. As a result of its The available data on the effects of slot-entry arid slot-lip
turning action, however, the vane also carries an appreciable configurations are also meager. The effects of the shape of
lift load of itself. The important design parameters are, the slot can be expected, however, to be similar to those noted
as is the case for single slotted flaps, flap deflection, flap size for single slotted flaps. The effects of slot-entry-skirt exten-
and extension, and the efficiency of the flow through the sion on the lift characteristics of an airfoil section equipped
slot passages in preventing separation, with a double slotted flap operating along a fixed flap p_th
Maximum lift,--Maximum-lift data for airfoils with double are presented in figure 42. Although the lift coefficients at.
slotted flaps are presented in table II along with information the highest flap deflections were not affected by the extension
concerning the flap and airfoil configuration and test condi- of the slot-entry skirt, those at intermediate deflections were
tions, as well as the references from which the data were ob- lowered considerably by the longest extension.
gained (references 11 and 40 to 51). Although the absolute Some data on the effect of flap and vane positions on
optimum positions of both flap and vane were not deter- maximum lift coefficients are given in references 41 to 43,
mined for all the configurations which are noted as optimum 46, 49, and 50. From the data for optimum configurations
positions in the table, this notation does indicate that enough shown in table II it may be seen that vane positions for best
tests were made to determine a position at which the maxi- maximum lift coefficients usually fall within a range of
mum lift coefficient is essentially the optimum. Double position from 0.018c to 0.025c below the slot lip and from
slotted flaps are seen to produce higher maximum lift co- 0.005c to 0.015c forward of the slot lip although a few of the
effieients than any of the other flaps so far considered, data show that highest maximum lift coefficients were meas-
Flap deflections at which the highest maximum lift co- ured with the vane located about 0.005c behind the slot lip.
effi_ents were measured as shown in table II varied from The positions of the flap cover a wider range varying from
45 ° to 70 ° and vane deflections varied from 20 ° to 30 °. 0.015c to 0.030c forward and from 0.005c to 0.020c below the
Although the data are rather scattered, a general trend vane trailing edge. In one case, the flap was found to give
toward lfigher flap deflections and lower'vane deflections can the highest maximum lift coefficient when located behind
be noted as the airfoil thickness ratio is increased, the vane trailing edge. Although the data in table II show
Although a fairly large amount of data is available, the that flap and vane positions for maximum lift fall within a
effects of flap size and extension are not well defined because fairly well-defined range of positions, care should be exercised
of the fact that most of the designs tested up to the present
time are of approximately the same size. The data in in setting flap and vane positions arbitrarily from these data
references 11 and 40 on NACA 230-series airfoils equipped because of the great sensitivity of these flaps to small changes
with the original type of double slotted flap give an indica- in position. A few contours of flap and vane positions for
tion, however, that larger double slotted flaps (up to 0.40c, at maximum lift coefficient are shown in figure 43 and indicate
least) should provide higher maximum lift coefficients than the accuracy with which the flap and vane must be located.
TABLE II.--MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENTS OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS E( UIPPED WITH DOUBLE SLOTTED FLAPS
• _f & Optimum R Reference
Airfoil section ode c_/c c. cl=.. (deg) (dcg_ my yy _ pasition
23012 .................... 0.10 0.189 0.83 2.99 70 40 0.009 0. 009 0. 014 0. 021 Yes 3.5)<: 10 6 11
230;2 ...................... 257 .227 .71,5 3.47 70 30 .014 .012 .015 .035 No 3.5 10
23021 ........................ 257 .227 .715 3.56 60 30 .019 .02t .025 .065 No 3. 5 40
23030 .............. 257 .260 .715 3.71 80 40 .049 .050 .045 .040 No 3 5 40
23012 ................ 257 .117 .826 3.30 60 25 --. 016 .010 --. 00t .017 Yes 3.5 41
23(121 ..................... [ .257 .147 .827 3.32 70 30 .017 .02'7 .007 .024 Yes 3 5 42
63-210 .......... 25 .075 .84 2, 91 50 25 .022 .024 .024 .018 Yes 6.0 43
63,4_I21 (approx._ ....... 195 .083 .87 ,2.30 > 55 14 .038 .012 --. 009 .016 N o 6. 0 (a)
64-208 ...... _ ............... 25 .075 .84 2.51 45 30 .015 .0;5 .015 .019 Yes 6. 0 43
64-208 ............. 25 .056 . ,q4 2 40 50 25 .018 .014 .015 .024 "fes 6. O 43
64-210 ................. 25 .075 .84 2. 82 55 30 .023 .006 .012 .018 xxes 6.0 43
641-212 ....................... 25 .075 .84 3.03 50 30 .02l .020 .010 .019 Yes 6.0 43
641A212 ............... 229 .083 .833 2. 83 55 26 .044 .005 .004 .014 Yes 6.0 44
65-210 ............. 25 .075 .84 2.72 50 25 .025 .01i .009 .024 5'es 6.0 43
65(210)-215, a =0.8 .............. 248 .096 ,82 3.38 70 ;2 .024 .010 .025 .032 N o 6.3 45
653-1;8 ................ 244 .10 .864 3.35 05 2't .038 .007 .009 .025 Yes 6. 0 46
653418 ................ 236 .106 .851 3.50 65 2; .027 .007 .012 .028 Yes 6.0 47
654-421 ........................ 236 .109 .85 3.08 51 20 .029 .017 .012 .024 Yes 2.2 48
66-210 ...................... 25 .075 .84 2. 64 55 25 .029 .023 .012 .022 Yes 6.0 43
60- 210 ................... 25 .100 .84 2. 72 60 25 .027 .030 .024 . Q21 Yes 6.0 43
662-214 (approx.) .................. 227 .085 .85,; 3.00 55 20 .0.t4 .009 .004 .025 Yes 9. 0 49
1410 ...................... 25 .075 .84 3.06 50 25 .026 .016 .012 .019 Yes 6. 0 43
"Republic 6-series type _=0.17 ..... 238 .092 .88 3.55 60 25 .015 .020 --. 905 .020 Yes. 3.5 50
Republic 6-series type t=0.17 _ _ .238 .092 .88 3.43 60 25 .015 .020 --. 005 .020 Yes 14. 0 50
Douglas 7-series type !=0.154 __ .250 .056 .82 3.15 50 19 .017 .016 .012 .024 N o 6.0 51
a See figure 42.
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(a) NACA 23012airfoil; (b) NACA 64-208airfoil; (e) NACA 66-210airfoil;
R=3.SX106; R=6.0X106; R=6.0X106;
reference 41. reference43. reference 43.
FIGURE41.--Effect of vane size on lift characteristics of several airfoil sections with double slotted flaps.
The fact that most of the data for double slotted flaps design lift coefficients of 0.2 equipped with 0.20c split flaps
have been obtained for configurations of roughly similar deflected 60 ° are also shown in this figure. These data show
size provides a fairly extensive amount of data on the effect _ha_ the effects of thickness and position of minimum pressure
of airfoil section on maximum lift coefficients. Data from can be shown qualitatively at least by the systematic split-
table If on the maximum lift coefficients of various airfoil flap data in reference 7. A comparison of the data in figures 44
sections with double slotted flaps are shown in figure 44 and 17 shows that the effects of camber on maximum lift
plotted againsb airfoil bhickness ratio. All of the double coefficient are approximately of the same order of magnitude
slotted flaps for which data are shown had total chord lengths for the systematic split-flap data and the double-slotted-
(from nose of vane to trailing edge of flap) of about 0.30c to flap data.
0.35c and had slot lips located at about 0.85c. Although Scale-effect data on various airfoil-double-slotted-flap corn-
these data are rather scattered, they define fairly well the binations are presented in references 43, 45, and 47 to 50.
variation of maximum lift coefficients with the various airfoil These data show approximately the same characteristics as
parameters. Increases in camber and forward movements the scale-effect data on single slotted flaps, and there are
of the position of minimum pressure of NACA 6-series airfoils indications that the best maximum lift configurations oi
seem to provide increases in maximum lift coefficient. Maxi- double slotted flaps may also change as the Reynolds numbeT
mum lift data for NACA 63-series and 66-series sections with is changed.
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(a) No skirt extension; (b) Partial skirt extension:
R=2.4X106. R=2.4X10%
(c) Partial skirt cxtensioni (d) Pull skirt extension;
R=6.0X10< R=2.4X106.
FZGV_E42.--Section lift characteristics of an NACA 63,4-421(approx.) airfoil equipped with a double slotted flap and several slot-entry-skirt extensions,
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(a) NACA 23012 airfoil section; 8f=60°; reference 41. (c) NACA 64r212 airfoil section; reference 43.
(b) NACA 23021 airfoil section; 8/=60°; reference 42.
FIGURE 43.--Contom's of flap and vane positions for maximmn section lift coeffmient for several airfoil sections equipped with double slotted faps.
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FIGURE 44.--_aximum section lift coefficients for several NACA airfoil sections with double slotted and split fl_ps.
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Drag.--The drag characteristics of airfoils with double flap is usually located geometrically in about the same
slotted flaps are perhaps best shown by a comparison with position relative to the vane trailing edge as single slotted
the drag of airfoils with single slotted flaps. Envelope polars flaps are relative to the wing slot lip. The aerodynamic
for two single slotted flaps and a double slotted flap on the loads on these flaps are therefore of about the same order
NACA 23012 airfoil are shown in figure 45. The drag of magnitude as those on single slotted flaps. Vanes of
coefficients at intermediate lift coefficients are considerably double slotted flaps are effectively the leading-edge _porti0ng
higher for the double slotted flap than for the single slotted of highly deflected flaps and are usually highly eambered_-
flap. At higher lift coefficients, the drag of the airfoil with For these reasons, the aerodynamic loads on these vanes are
the double slotted flap is lower than that with the single usually very high and normal-force coefficients as ltigh as 5.0
slotted flap, principally because the separation of the air have been measured on the vanes of highly deflected doub_le
flow is delayed to higher lift coefficients. A similar corn- slotted flaps.
parison for various types of slotted flaps on the NACA 23021 Vanes of double slotted flaps are frequently located at
airfoil is shown in reference 42. A comparison of envelope positions where a large portion of their length extends under
polars for the NACA 23012 and 23021 airfoils is shown in the wing slot lip. In such a position, with a converging
figure 46. The drag coefficients of the NACA 23012 section passage all the way to the trailing edge of the slot lip, the
are lower than those of the NACA 23021 section for all lift minimum pressure is measured far back on the vane. Other
coefficients below about 3.0; above this lift coefficient, there double slotted flaps are so positioned that the vane is ac-
is very little difference between the two airfoils, tually behind the wing slot lip and the pressure distribution
In the flap-retracted condition, double slotted flaps are reaches a peak at the vane leading edge. It ,nay easily be
subject to the same increments in minimum drag coefficient seen from these considerations that the aerodynamic moment
with flap retracted as single slotted flaps. In order to obtain and the pressure chord forces on these vanes depend to a
lowest drag with flap retracted, every attempt should great extent on vane position and may vary over a very
therefore be made to fair over the slot entry and to seal the wide range. Flap and vane load characteristics for the air-
flap gap in the retracted condition, foil double-slotted-flap combination, for which lift data are
Pitching moment.--The pitching moments of airfoils with shown in figure 41, are presented in figure 47. These data
double slotted flaps should be similar to those of airfoils with show that flap and vane load characteristics for this con-
single slotted flaps and should show the same sort of agree- figuration vary in a regular manner with flap deflection up
ment with the thin-airfoil theory. There are not enough to a deflection of 40 °, at which deflection the lifts and flap
data available to show this effect completely since most of loads cease to increase with deflection and the variation of
the double-slotted-flap data have been obtained with flaps flap loads with lift coefficient becomes erratic.
of about the same size. Comparisons made with a few of the
combinations for which data are available, however, show
that the values of Acm/Ac_ for double slotted flaps agree I t
very well with those of single slotted flaps of the same size _-.4lrfo//_-- I I I i I- • -- c//c-- Refer-ence I
__- NACA230/2__0.3O 4/_ t
when the coefficients are defined on the basis of total chord .... NACA2302/ 1.32 #2 i
Flap loads and moments.--Data on the aerodynamic loads I
over double slotted flaps on several airfoil sections are shown
in references 45 and 50. The flap part of a double slotted
.28 I I _ , _ I i I I I I I
0.30c double s/olfed flop . / /
.258c s/o/ted flap
.2# .4 v }l tted flap -- I
_ /
./6 /0
0
// "/._ .." .// /" /
.o8 (
.0# /_--- /." /
0 .4 .8 /.2" /.8 2.0 2.# 2.8 3.2 N.8 4.0 4.# 0 .4 .E_ 12 /.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3._ 4.0 g.4
Sectlbn //ftooeff/b/enT';, Ci Secf/on//£fcoeff/c,;e.o_ Cz
FmURE 45.--Comparison of envelope polars for an NACA 23012 airfoil equipped with FmURE 46.--Comparison of envelope polars for two airfoil sections equipped with double
a doubleslotted flap and two sizesofsingleslotted flaps. R=3.5X10_;reference41. slotted flaps. R=3.5X106.
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EXTERNAL-AIRFOIL FLAPS AND VENETIAN-BLIND FLAPS _ _ _ --o-_ -_ _ -_
.6 8 -.4 0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2
Two other devices, external-airfoil faps and venetian-blind Sect/bn I/f/ coeff/b/_n¢, c l
flaps, which operate on principles sin_ilar to slotted flaps are (_) Vane.
deserving of note although they are perhaps not as widely used Fm,_ 4r.--ConoU_,_.
as other types. External-airfoil flaps are actually separate
lifting surfaces mounted externally to the wing near the
trailing edge. For normal fight conditions the flap is kept Venetian-blind flaps are made up of a system o{ relatively
at a small angle relative to the wing and for landing or take small chord slats. Data are presented in references 57 and
off the flap is deflected to a position very similar to that for an 58 for an NACA 23012 airfoil equipped with various venetian-
extensible slotted flap. Data are presented in references 12 blind-flap configurations. Variations in size and number of
and 52 to 56 for several airfoil sections equipped with slats, deflection of the flap system as a whole, and individual
external-airfoil flaps. Maximum lift coefficients of airfoils deflections of the various slats were considered in these
with external-airfoil flaps are shown to be similar to those investigations. The data show that the multiple-slat flaps
obtained with slotted flaps of similar size when the coeffi- did not give significantly higher maximum lifts than a single
cleats are based on the area of the airfoil alone. Since the slotted flap of the same total chord but gave considerably
external-airfoil flap remains exposed to the air stream higher pitching moments.
whereas the slotted flap is retracted to form the original SnMMARr OFSLOTTED-FLAPDATA
airfoil contour, external-airfoil flaps produce slightly higher
drag in the high-speed configuration than slotted flaps which Slotted flaps are shown to provide higher maximum lift
provide the same maximum lift coefficient. Considerations coefficients than any of the other devices discussed. Double
of the flow around the airfoil and flap indicate that the slotted flaps are more efficient, particularly for airfoils of
external-airfoil flap should also be susceptible to icing small thickness ratios, than single slotted flaps. Increases
hazards in the high-speed configuration. For these reasons in total chord are shown to provide increases in maximum
(that is, no greater maximum lift than slotted flaps, high lift coefficients of single slotted flaps, whether obtained by
drag in the high-speed configuration, and possible icing increasing the flap size or increasing the slot-lip extension.
problems) external-airfoil flaps have not been widely ac- Sharp corners or skirt extensions at the slot entry are shown
eepted although they offer some advantage over other types to reduce the maximum lift coefficients of thick airfoils with
of flap in providing lateral control with a full-span flap. slotted flaps although the entry condition seems to have
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little effect on the maximum lift coefficients of thin airfoils 7. Abbott, Ira H., Von Doenhoff, Albert E., and SAlvers, Louis S., Jr.:
with slotted flaps. Bending down the slot lip to direct tile Summary of Airfoil Data. NACA Rep. 824, 1945.
air flow down over the flap has been shown to have an 8. Jacobs, Eastman N.: Tapered Wings, Tip Stalling, and PreliminaryResults from Tests of the Stall-Control Flap. NACA ACR,
advantageous effect on maximum lift coefficient. Data that Nov. 1937.
are available seem to indicate that flap noses should have 9. Ames, Milton B., Jr.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Two Airfoils
shapes similar to those of good alrfoil sections. The best with 25-Percent-Chord Gwinn and Plain Flaps. NACA TN_
positions for highest maximum lift coeffÉcients of double 763, 1940.
slotted flaps seem to fall within fairly well-defined limits 10. Wenzinger, Carl J.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Ordinary andSplit Flaps on Airfoils of Different Profile. NACA Rep. 554,
although a few cases are shown where the best position falls 1936. t
outside these limits. The best positions of single slotted 11. Wenzinger, Carl J., and Gauvain, William E.: Wind-Tunnel
flaps are not so well defined. Maximum lift coefficients of Investigation of an N.A.C.A. 23012 Airfoil with a Slotted Flap
both single and double slotted flaps are very sensitive to and Three Types of Auxiliary Flap. NACA Rep. 679, 1939.
flap position, however, and optimum configurations cannot 12. Wenzinger, Carl J., and Harris, Thomas A.: Wind-Tunnel Investi- ,gation of an N.A.C.A. 23012 Airfoil with Various Arrangements "J
be predicted with any degree of accuracy, of Slotted Flaps. NACA Rep. 664, 1939.
Drags of airfoils with both single and double slotted flaps 13. Abbott, Ira H., and Greenberg, Harry: Tests in the Variable-
are lower than those of airfoils with plain or split flaps because Density Wind Tunnel of the N.A.C.A. 23012 Airfoil with
the separation of the flow over the flap at relatively low deflec- Plain and Split Flaps. NACA Rep. 661, 1939.
tions is prevented by the boundary-layer-control action of 14. Wenzinger, Carl J., and Delano, James B.: Pressure Distributionover an N.A.C.A. 23012 Airfoil with a Slotted and a Plain
the slots. At a given lift coefficient, the drag of airfoils Flap. NACA Rep. 633, 1938.
with slotted flaps is lowered if either the flap size or the slot- 15. Wenzinger, Carl J., and Harris, Thomas A.: Wind-Tunnel Investi-
lip extension is increased. At moderate lift coefficients, the gation of N.A.C.A. 23012, 23021, and 23030 Airfoils with
drag coefficients of double slotted flaps are higher than those Various Sizes of Split Flap. NACA Rep. 668, 1939.
of single slotted flaps. 16. Fullmer, Felicien F., Jr.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of NACA66(215)-216, 66,1-212, and 651-212 Airfoils with 0.20-Airfoil-
Pitching moments of airfoils with both single and double Chord Split Flaps. NACA CB L4G10, 1944.
slotted flaps are of the same order of magnitude as those 17. Harris, Thomas A., and Lowry, John G.: Pressure Distribution
shown by thin-airfoil theory if the pitching moments of the over an NACA 23021 Airfoil with a Slotted and a Split Flap.
slotted flaps are defined on the basis of total chord with NACA Rep. 718, 1941.
flap extended. 18. Weick, Fred E., and Harris, Thomas A.: The AerodynamicCharacteristics of a Model Wing Having a Split Flap Deflected
Normal-force coefficients of single slotted flaps or the Downward and Moved to the Rear. NACA TN 422, 1932.
flap parts of double slotted flaps are of approximately the 19. PlatA, Robert C.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Wing wittl
samet order of magnitude and usually reach maximum Fowler Flaps Including Flap Loads, Downwash, and Calculated
values of 1.6 or 1.8 at high flap deflections. Very high Effect on Take-Off. NACA Rep. 534, 1935.
normal-force coefficients (as large as 5.0) are encountered 20. Harris, Thomas A., and Purser, Paul E.: Wind-Tunnel Investiga-tion of an NACA 23012 Airfoil with Two Sizes of Balanced Split
on vanes of double slotted flaps, and aerodynamic moments Flap. NACA ACI_, Nov. 1940.
and pressure chord forces can vary over wide ranges depend- 21. Lowry, John G.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an NACA 23012
ing on vane position. Airfoil with Several Arrangements of Slotted Flaps with
Extended Lips. NACA TN 808, 1941.
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Positive directions of axe_,_nd afigles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows
Axis _ Moment about a_xis Anglo Velocities
" - ..... Force
(parallel . Linear
""Designation Sym- tO axis) _ Sym- Positive ' Designa- Sym- (comps: t,ngt larbol symbol Designation bol direction tion ' bol nent along
, " .- "axis)
,L " Y----'-)Z Roll ..........Longitudinal ..... i__ X X Rolling_ ...... u , p
Lateral ................ Y Y " Pitching ...... M Z-_---*X Pi_ch ........ v • q
Normal: .............. Z Z-, Yawing ....... X----_Y Yaw ........ ¢ w / r
Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral
C_--_bS C"--M--_cS C'_--qb-s.N position), _. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) --
(rolling) (pitching) (yawing)
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS
P
D_ Diameter P Power, absolute coefficient Cp--p_-_5p Geometric pitch
p/D Pitch ratio " , . _
V p Inflow velbcity C, Speed-power coefficmnt-_ :/_
V_ Slipstream velocity _ Efficiency ....._;" - ..
T Revolutions per' Second, rps ,T Thrust, absolute coefficient Cr----pn_-D4 n ,__
q Torque,absolutecoefficientOQ-----Q + Effectiveliolix afi$ie-_tan -' "
5.'NUMERICAL RELATIONS - .
1 hp----76.04 kg-m/s----550 ft.lb/sec 1 lb-_0.4536 kg --
1 met_ric horsepower--0.0863 hp 1 kg--2.2046 lb " ,
1 mph----0;4470 mp_ 1,mi-----•1,609.35mffi_'5_280ft i "
1.mps_2,2369 mph 1 mffi=3.2808 ft _ -- '
_- i - ? . ,_j
-,, L/:
I
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